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ArciTech makes quality an experience  

Perfect differentiation in design and performance 

 

The ArciTech drawer system has been developed to let kitch-

en and furniture manufacturers put together perfect drawers 

for different furniture lines and personal needs while keeping 

their own production efficient. ArciTech meets exacting  

demands on smooth running action and exceptional stability 

while providing a broad product line-up based on a single 

platform. 

 

Unsurpassed running quality 

The Actro runner's smooth running action is truly impressive: silky 

smooth running action, stability and Silent System come together 

to create a perfect system. Its unique prism principle with syn-

chronous control ensures a perfectly coordinated movement cycle 

that makes hardly a sound. The particularly gentle Silent System 

complements the impression of exceptional quality. With loading 

capacities of 40, 60 or 80 kg, Actro always uses the same carcase 

and front panel drilling pattern to give unbeatable performance.  

 

Convenience for handleless drawers 

The innovative, user friendly Push to open Silent function com-

bines handleless opening in response to a light press on the front 

panel with soft closing drawers. From small and light to large and 

heavy – top performance is guaranteed for all drawers, e.g. using 

a special 10 kg runner or optional, clip in synchronisation for con-

veniently opening the drawer from almost anywhere on the front 

panel of large pull-outs. Particular practical convenience is evident 

in many facets, such as in the retriggering guard. And if there's a 
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lack of momentum on closing, an intelligent drawer energy storage 

system prevents the drawer from opening again and reduces the 

force needed to close it next time. 

 

Great potential for differentiating 

The ArciTech platform concept provides great potential for stand-

ing apart. At the performance level thanks to different quality op-

tions, and at the design level thanks to creative flexibility and col-

our diversity, while always keeping production lean. Based on a 

single drawer side profile, drawers and pull-outs can be created in 

a whole host of different heights and designs. For instance, the 

railing can be used as standard with the option of fitting TopSide in 

steel or DesignSide in glass or any other chosen materials. Added 

value for individualists comes from designer profiles that can be 

stuck on – also at any later stage. The high quality designer pro-

files create visual highlights and, combined, for example, with de-

cors of the same colour for internal front panels, DesignSides or 

interior organisation, produce an overall concept with plenty of 

scope for differentiation. In addition to many different options for 

styling the sides, a broad selection of standard colours is also 

available for integrating the drawer into the design of the furniture. 

When it comes to interior organisation, ArciTech provides storage 

solutions in all price categories in plastic, steel or wood. Just a few 

articles provide a wealth of options covering all price categories 

and application segments, also helping to keep stocks lean. This 

is unique differentiation diversity based on a cost efficient platform 

concept. 
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The following picture material is available for downloading from 

www.hettich.com: 

  

                                       

 

 

                  

 
 

 

 

 

One drawer side profile, endless op-
tions: the ArciTech platform concept 
can cater to any market trend and any 
customer preference on the basis of a 
single drawer side profile. 
Photo: Hettich 

 
 
The versatile platform concept permits 
customised solutions – while keeping 
production lean and efficient on the 
base of one drawer side profile.  
Photo: Hettich 

 
 
Greater differentiation potential: exclu-
sive options with customised designer 
profiles for the ArciTech drawer side 
profile. Photo: Hettich 

Push to open Silent from Hettich  
provides practical convenience in han-
dleless furniture design: drawers open 
and close reliably, gently and quietly.  
Photo: Hettich 

The ArciTech system's front drawer pan-
el is installed and removed without the 
need for tools, in one direction and in 
one easy action: It simply pushes into 
place, with an acoustic signal indicating 
it's firmly locked. Photo: Hettich 


